King Saul was a bully. He harassed and chased David relentlessly. From 1 Samuel 18:6-12, what was Saul’s motive for bullying David?

What are some reasons kids will bully other kids?

In the new testament, Peter explains why people were bullying the new Christians. Does this same motivation exist in schools today?

What kind of school activities would resemble the things Peter mentions in verse one?

As a Christian we believe in a spirit realm: angels, demons, Satan, and The Holy Spirit. Samuel attributed Saul’s bad behavior to an evil spirit. How do you think nonbelievers would react if they knew we believed such things?

Have you ever laughed at another person because they were wearing weird clothes?

Have you ever tried to defend a person being bullied?

If you do not take a stand against bullies are you actually in some way giving approval to their actions?
Lesson Plan: Bullies Of The Bible

The Goal:
The goal of this lesson is to raise awareness among the kids about bullying. Many kids are not aware that their actions could be considered bullying. A siblings constant picking on their younger sib, for instance, can actually inflict serious emotional damage. Christian kids will quickly correct their behavior if they are aware of the damage they can do to others.

In addition, we will discuss the reasons kids pick on others. Differences in sexual orientation or religious affiliation is all the excuse a bully needs. This age group can draw strength from knowing they’re not the only ones being picked on, that there is help and sympathy available, and that God is with them.

Preparation: Review the website links suggest on the Sunday School Lesson Connection web page. A good site is: www.girlshealth.gov/bullying. Familiarize yourself with the subject. You might even give the Bullying Quiz on this site.

Pre-Lesson Activity: I played Red-Rover because the kids choose who will come over to their team. Later we will suggest that they consider how their decisions, choosing or excluding, makes others feel. When I taught the lesson in the fall I had the teams pitch candy corn into a plastic pumpkin across the room. If they made it in they got to choose a member from the other team to join their team. If they missed they went over to the other team.

Leading the lesson:
We begin by studying King Saul’s bullying of David. He was jealous of David. Kids are often bullied for simply obeying the rules. They are also frequently tormented and excluded if they do not participate in the drinking, drugs, and lewd dances. This was directly addressed in 1 Peter 4:3-4. Kids might be surprised at this. The text in Samuel mentions that an evil spirit was sent by God into Saul. Get their reaction to this.

Ask the kids for examples of bullying. Help them with hints from what you learned by visiting the recommended websites above. While they may have been the victim of bullying they might also be participating in bullying without realizing it. Ask them how they felt when they weren’t picked in the game. How do they feel when someone unfriends them on Facebook or excludes them from a group or activity. Have they ever done that?

Finish by discussing how Jesus treated people who were looked down upon like Zacchaeus. Discuss how we are to imitators of Jesus Ask them what the repercussions would be if they acted like Christians at school. Encourage them to live out their faith everyday, not just on Sundays’s.

Close with Prayer: Take prayer requests. Watch for signs of those being bullied. Pray for your kids. Let them know you care about them.

Follow-up: Follow up this lesson with the lesson “Dealing With Bullies. Also, think about having private conversations with those who are bullied or those you know are bullies. If you have time you might even volunteer at their school, like in the lunch line, to become part of their